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The Times of India Brand Analysis. Parent Company. The Times Group (also referred as Bennett, Coleman and Co.
Ltd.) Category. Newspapers. Sector.

Until then any news that came in after 5 pm was held over for the next day. Go East, young journalist: India
publishing market is hot. The data will be qualitative as well as quantitative. Lonely Planet Rs. Grazia Rs. To
other publishers. Online shopping Satvik shop, an online shopping website dedicated to organic and ayurvedic
products. Filmfare English Rs. Non Executive Director: A. Brand Capital Brand Capital provides funding to
growth oriented enterprises for their long term brand building needs. Questionnaire i. His demand and needs.
There are three types of service problems derived. The main section 1. Organizational Profile i. No response in
problems: When the subscribers faced the above mentioned problems, they were not responded well from the
sales department. Renewal Call: During the internship period, 50 renewal calls has been done. Their problems
were not solved. According to ArcGate, the dramatic effects of internet and globalization in current scenario
are playing high impact on media industry. Special stamp released by Government of India to commemorate
the occasion. Also it is a well established industry. But maximum areas still prefer to read a Gujarati or Hindi
magazine. There is a system of reminder but customers are complaining that they are not getting the reminder
alarm. Reference section 1. Congress has gambled on Priyanka Gandhi , but Robert Vadra and his cases are a
drag. This could create space for regional parties to make a postpoll claim to lead the govt. There are huge
options available to readers now. Winning a chunk of seats in big states at the expense of BJP and Congress
would make them contenders for leading the next govt in a hung House. Launch of the Jobs portal Times Jobs.
The personal interviews on this topic also shows their demand to avoid gossiping. It became the most qualified
interpreter of style for millions of women across the globe today. In a globalising world, opportunities can
spring up anywhere, anytime, just as threats can come from any part or segment of global industry. Home
Trends Rs. The sampling will be done through Random Technique. There are maximum percentages of people
who are highly satisfied with the quality of the magazines relating with price. Acknowledgement 3. Femina
Hindi Rs. BBC Good Homes.


